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At TNU we are ensuring that education provided is contemporary to help the young workforce of our country remain relevant in our country remain relevant in future with their knowledge and skill.

“TNU will not just teach core subject knowledge; it will blend this with values necessary for balanced living.”

My forefathers came to Kolkata over a hundred years ago and today, I am proud to belong to this city and claim it as my native place. My uncle, Suresh Kumar Neotia and my father, Vinod Kumar Neotia were co-promoters of Gujarat Ambuja cements Ltd. We have also played a leading role in Eastern India in the fields of realty, hospitality and healthcare.

My foray in education has been a natural corollary in finding some of the best talent for the gamut of industries that already exist and what the country is gearing to look forward to in the near future. Most of the institutions of higher education still teach the subjects that were useful during the 60s or 70s, while at TNU we are ensuring that education provided is contemporary to help the young workforce of our country remain relevant in future with their knowledge and skill. With this in mind we have brought in Robotic Engineering, legal studies and many other lucrative courses for the Eastern India.

Our vision is to ensure that our alumnæ emerge as ethical, intellectual and professional stalwarts who will contribute not only to their jobs in their chosen fields, but also to our society and country. Leaders who will who will show the way to better world where, as Rabindranath Tagore has aptly said, “the mind is without fear and the head is held high.”

I invite you to experience TNU.

Padmashree Harshavardhan Neotia
Chancellor
The Neotia University
Programme objectives

Graduates of B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) | B.B.A.LL.B (Hons) programme

- Be able to integrate theory, doctrine and practice.
- Have quest for research and inquiry.
- Be able to develop Ethical social and professional understanding.
- Have sense of commitment for scholarly engagement and societal reform.
- Ensure professional preparation.

Programme outcomes

After successful completion of B.A.LL.B. (Hons.) the students will be able to:

- Understand the principles of law, its processes, procedures and relevant application in the legal world.
- Develop subject knowledge and functional skills.
- Demonstrate adequate legal skills in different context.
- Conduct legal research using analytical and critical thinking.
- Develop awareness about the socioeconomic, political and the cultural environment and become a socially responsible citizen.
- Develop a global perspective towards various legal issues.
- Develop ethical reasoning, and professional behaviour.
- In depth knowledge in systems of Governance along with legal subjects.

After successful completion of BBA. LL.B. (Hons.) Course the student will:

- Develop leadership skills, creativity and entrepreneurship.
- Handle future challenges of business.
- Exhibit technical proficiency in domestic as well as global business through the study of major disciplines within the fields of business and management.
- Analyze and develop solutions for business problems and issues by using logical reasoning patterns for evaluating information, materials and data.
- Conceptualise a complex business issue and articulate into a written statement and oral presentation.
- Demonstrate entrepreneurial skills for creating and managing innovation, new business development and high-growth potential entity.
- Developing strong soft-skills among students, so that they become industry-ready, when they complete BBA course.

Career & Placement Opportunities

The legal profession is one of the most lucrative and sought after those students can look into after completion of their courses. A law student gets invariably equipped with a host of skills such as critical analysis, psychological understanding, research & public speaking etc.

Some of most common career opportunities are as follows:

- Litigation or Court Room Practice
- Corporate Counsel
- Law Firms Practices
- Judicial Services / Civil Services
- Legal process Outsourcing
- Academia
- Legal Assistant
- Media & Law
- Social Works (NGOs)
- Higher Studies like LLM / BMA / BML
- In-house Counsels in Organizations
- International Law Firms

In short, the legal field holds hundreds of legal career including Multinational Corporations, International Organizations like UN, Academic, Court room practice, Judicial Services and Civil Services
Mock moot court programmes - mock your way to the top of reality

Moot court is one of the best ways to expose our potential professionals to the legal environment, and we can’t let the young ones go about barefoot on the face of the world. That’s when the part of “lacing the boot” comes in and for that we have our regular weekly mock moot court sessions.

Moot court is an extracurricular activity at our university’s law school in which the students take part in stimulated court or arbitration proceedings, usually involving drafting memorials or memoranda and participating in oral arguments.

And specifically for mooting, we have a best in class miniature courtroom in the campus itself so as to give the students the exact feel of being a part of the world they are looking forward to step into. The courtroom may seem small but filled with exact same detailed layout of a real courtroom might as well convince your ward for getting admitted.

Foundation day celebration

The Neotia University has crossed another milestone and celebrated the Fifth Foundation Day on 3rd February, 2019 with great enthusiasm, fun and dedication.

The celebration started with the Guard of Honor to the Hon’ble Chancellor, Padma Shri Harshavardhan Neotia by the Marine Engineering and BNS cadets of the University. This was followed by the inauguration of the University Flag. The opening song sung by the students followed by the lighting of lamp. The occasion was graced by Prof. Ajoy Kumar Ray, Padma Shri, Former Director, IIEST, Shibpur as the chief guest of the event.

After welcome speech, the Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Prof. Biswaraj Ghosh gave a brief note on the achievements and recent developments of the University. He also expressed his gratitude to the Governing Board and Management of the University.

Several members of the Governing Board of our University have expressed notes of success and accomplishment to our program.

In his Presidential Lecture, the Hon’ble Chancellor inspired all by delivering an enthralling speech on means to progress, optimism and success in life. He has suggested the students, staffs and faculty members to practice hard work with honesty and to keep aim to excel in every dimension. He also expressed his gratitude in innovative spirit and sustainability in all-around development of the University.
Welcoming the first batch

Being one of the prides of Bengal, it’s in our veins to award a warm welcome to any fresh faces we come across, and students are no exception. Moreover, what can be better than receiving brand new students of a brand new course. The day being 30th of July, 2018 was probably not the best experience of the students but has got to be a huge turnover in their life, a whole new package of a university experience. That’s why to slow the hearts down a bit, we organize the orientation program to familiarize them with their seniors, faculty, H.O.D’s so as to make them feel home, and trust us, nobody does it better. Organizing cultural programs, and of course making them feel that they can also get up on that stage one day whenever they are ready. Providing refreshments is also a great way to familiarize them with the taste of the whole new world they are going to step into. Well, talking about the first class, it was all about personal self soothing chats with the professors they are going to spend the rest of their coming years with, so as to give them the confidence to cooperate with their mentors for every moment they have to spend with them.

Any start of ours was never a prodigious one. We have started with a bunch of students, to be specific-seven in all. But we are really looking forward to expand it in the future and we are confident that we will succeed, because we do have the workforce that will do anything in its power to expand the Neotia family.

Well, the first orientation in the law department was a triumph for sure. So no more talking about ourselves, let’s look into the accomplishments by the students so far.
Mr. Amit Ghosh

Teachers have impressed him since his childhood and have been his Demi God. He holds a Degree of Bachelor from Calcutta University (BA LLB), Masters of Law (LLM) with two specializations as Criminal Law and Corporate Law. He is a NET qualified scholar and pursuing his PhD from NJUS, Kolkata. He is having an experience on Legal Research and Teaching for more than 6 years.

Dr. Sheeba Khaleed

He did her B.A. in Sociology from Purvanchal University, Uttar Pradesh, India and her M.A. from the same in Sociology. She completed MPhil from the University of Murlai Kamaraj in Tamil Nadu. And at last completed her PhD from Jadavpur University of Kolkata (2009-2015).

Loving, caring and passionate in her field makes her a complete lady and a great professor as well.

Ms. Paramita Dhar Charkaborty

She completed her B.A (Law), LL.B and LL.M from University of North Bengal and had completed her MPhil on dissertation entitled, “Crime Against Women”. She started her teaching career in law in the year 2004 and prior to joining the School of Legal Studies in The Neelam University she served as Co-ordinator, Department of Law, University of Kalyani and Lecturer-in-Charge at S.K. Acharya Institute of Law.

Dr. Mostaid Ahmed

He has received his PhD in Applied Mathematics from IIT (ISM) Dhanbad in 2018 after obtaining M.Sc (Mathematics & Computing) from Indian School of Mines Dhanbad in 2012. His research interests are focused on several topics in Solid Mechanics, Elastic Wave Propagation, Thermoelasticity and Geo-Earth Modeling. He has published 11 research articles in SCI international journals and has presented 3 articles in international conferences. He serves as a reviewer of various international journals.

Ms. Sudeshna Gupta

She completed her bachelor’s from the Lady Brabourne college of Calcutta and did her master’s from University of Calcutta in the field of philosophy and at last completed PGDM from the National Institute of Personnel Management. He has been in the teaching arena since years and never backed off from a challenge as far as we have known. Teaching business management to the students, she has shown nothing but excellence in the past years.

Dr. Saroj Upadhyay

He is a PhD in Economics from Jadavpur University. He has a combined experience of Industry and Academics for 37 years. He has taught in the institutes like IISWBM, Army Institute of Management, Icfai Business School. Prior to joining in the TNU he was with NITMAS for 4 years. Dr. Upadhyay did post doctoral research in collaboration with the Regent University, Virginia Beach USA on values and ethics.

Ms. Anushree Ghoshal

She has received her B.A (Hons) from M.U.C. Women’s College under the University of Burdwan in Political Science and completed her M.A. from the same university. She even has completed MPhil coursework with area of specialization in International Relations. And at last, qualified her SET in the year 2018. She is the renowned professor of political science for the students of B.A. Lib.
Library
We have a world class library with 8000 sq. ft of reading area, as well as niche corners for solo study. With a collection of nearly 31000 National & International Books, 3 million E-Books & Journals, we offer a high tech catalogue from which students can access a wide range of online books and journals.
Expert Librarians are available in person to help navigate our extensive collection of discipline specific literature, books, periodicals, project reports, online periodicals and question bank. Besides the central library, each department has their own fully equipped library as well.

Smart Classroom
All departments of the University boasts of smart classroom facility, which makes learning more interesting and easy.

Multipurpose Hall
A large size of 13000 sq. ft. of Multipurpose Hall is available within the campus to organize various programs and activities like Seminars, Quiz and Drama along with indoor sports.

ATM
There is a dedicated ATM of Axis Bank for the institute within the campus boundary wall.

Hostels
There are 4 nos. of hostels inside the boundary wall of campus, out of which 3 hostels are for boys accommodating approximately 1000 students and a separate hostel for girls accommodating approximately 350 students with dedicated canteen and common rooms in each hostel building with security guards and power backup 24x7.

Campus Vigilance and Security system
The Main gate of the University is monitored by CCTV cameras and Turnstile machines are installed to keep the record and vigilance on the movement of students. The campus is guarded by a high wall surrounding it and is well secured. The students are required to access smart card for entry and exit. This ensures that outsiders are not having any unauthorized access. Security is a prime concern for the university.

Tea Junction
A high quality hygienic fast food joint is available within the campus to supplement the taste of students and staff members.

Sports Facility
There are two large grounds within the campus for football and various other outdoor sports activities including competitions. There are four basketball grounds with latest equipment and a qualified trainer to train the students. There is a separate facility available to practice cricket under the guidance of a highly qualified trainer who has served as a National Cricket Coach.

Laundry
The University has the facility of laundry service to its resident students. The students residing in hostels may avail the laundry facilities against reasonable charges.
Legend - Building

A. Utility & Services
1. Main Gate/ Security room
   1a. ATM
2. Panel Room
3. Central Store
4. Electrical Room

B. Administrative
2. Administrative Block

C. Institutional
3. Scholastic Building-I
4. Scholastic Building-III
5. Scholastic Building-II
6. Workshop
7. Ship Building
8. BNS Scholastic Building

D. Residential
10. Boys Hostel-II
11. Girls Hostel-III
12. Boys Hostel-IV
13. Boys Hostel-VI
14. Staff Quarter
15. Canteen Block
16. Director’s Residence
17. Basketball Court
18. Badminton Court
19. Football Ground

E. Recreational
20. Multipurpose Hall
21. Swimming Pool